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Our new collections are now live

SERAPHINA PRINTS

We are delighted to introduce our new collections for Spring 2013.
Inspired by a moment in time that was London and New York in the 1920s the mood is one of optimism.  
A new modernity is born with a frivolity and sparkling glamour that feels intoxicating, as characterised by 
F Scott Fitzgerald and his novel The Great Gatsby.
It is from this vivid setting that the Spring Collections draw their inspiration. The colour palette is 
entirely new – muted yet lively, soft, chalky tones of cloud, blossom, jade and mauve are accented with 
charcoal and indigo on pure sparkling white to herald a new mood.

As well as our stunning new prints for Spring we have fabulous Contarini wallcoverings, 
Padua Weaves, a stunning tie-dye linen as well as a new DG Unlimited collection, ten new models of Furniture, 
a new Contracts collection as well as fantastic Accessories for the Spring season.

Welcome to Designers Guild Company Newsletter.
Our aim is to keep you up to date with what is happening at Designers Guild, in the UK 
and Internationally.
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CHRISTIAN LACROIX-CARNET ANDALOUS

Following on from the success of the second fabric & wallpaper collection ‘Air de Paris’, as well as previous 
accessories collections, Carnet Andalous (Spring 2013) sees the continuation of the 
Lacroix journey and takes us to the heart of Al-Andalus, a land of exchange, culture and fusion.
With an eclectic mix of digital prints, cut velvets, woven jacquards and silk stripes this collection is filled with a 
dynamic approach and is testament to Christian Lacroix Maison.

WILLIAM YEOWARD-ASTASIA & MONSORETO

William’s Astasia & Monsoreto collections for Spring are a continuation of his travels from 
previous collections of Exmere & Manton. 
A collection rich with textural and natural qualities, with designs inspired by a passion for 
preserving the artisan culture of weave. Beautiful ikat style and block printed concepts combined with several 
substantial weaves in patterns from abstract checks to refined practical stripes all in array of organic feels from jute 
to tumbled linen.

NEW COLLECTIONS SPRING 2013



NEW SPRING 2013 ACCESSORIES LAUNCHING IN STORE & ONLINE FROM FEBRUARY

“For us self expression begins at home....

The more heart and imagination we invest in our homes, the better they feel. 
At Designers Guild our vision is to inspire and empower you - we offer the complete lifestyle in one place - 
co-ordinating, accessible and designed as a whole. Exquisite cushions, luxurious blankets, throws, quilts, an ever 
expanding range of rugs, towels and home fragrance all create your look and superb quality, innovative design, the 
very best materials and an extensive colour platte all combine to create a magical range of accessories, 
inviting you toreimagine your home.” - Tricia Guild

Key highlights to look out for this spring are the stunning Savine tie-dye cushions in an array 
of colours as well as the Stunning cotton tie-dye quilts in the most beautiful shades. 
Perfect for summer!



Designers Guild welcomed visitors to their biggest ever stand at Maison et Objet 
in Paris this January.
Customers were presented with all the new Spring 2013 collections, fabulous new 
furniture and the full range of home accessories.
Highlights included our Savine fabric with its unique tie-dye process that was 
featured heavily throughout the stand in gorgeous fuchsia, jade and grape tones, 
aswell as our stunning Padua ombre fabric- continuing the theme of our dip-dye 
signature Saraille fabric from Spring 2012.  
The Seraphina collection with it’s new chalky palette was very well received too as 
was our new models of furniture.
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Share, follow, like Designers Guild-we are now live! 
See below to take you to our homepages and see our latest tweets!
@DesignersGuild
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             UAE’s Inside out magazine takes a tour through Tricia Guild’s Tuscan retreat.

How would you describe the style of the interior furniture and furnishings you have 
chosen?
‘Naturally, I have used Designers Guild thoughout the home, but in a very different way to our London 
home. I have used a different palette and the fabrics and furnishings focus more on linen, soft cotton and 
translucent violes. The style is relaxed; I would call it ‘modern country’.’
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Continued..
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UAE: Emirates Home
UKRAINE: Viva Decor
JAPAN: World Design House
USA: Architectural Digest
CHINA: Elle Decoration
SWEDEN: Elle Interior
NEW ZEALAND: Simply you magazine
AUSTRALIA: Vogue Living
UK: Elle Decoration

EDITORIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Editorial highlights from UK & International publications this month.



5-9 February 2013

Stockholm Furniture & Light Fair is the world’s largest 
meeting place for Scandinavian furniture and lighting design, 
for both home and public environments.
http://www.stockholmfurniturelightfair.se/en

As well as exhibiing at the fair we will be opening our offical 
showrrom in Stockholm.

Designers Guild Sweden
Norrbackagatan 19
Stockholm
113 41

Contact: (00 46 8) 32 20 20
Email: sweden@designersguild.com

3-6 February 2013

In 15 years Intirio has grwon into a major event for anyone 
dealing with interiors on a professional level. Intirio started 
out as a small scale niche event and has developed into a 
Benelux trade fair, with international collections. 
Designers Guild be exhibiting to meet the key players in the 
interior sector.

Coming up in February..

We hope you find this update useful, please address your comments and ideas for future submissions 
to: aback@designersguild.com


